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Low High

Vealers 210kg to 280kg

Vealers 280kg plus

Young Steers 280kg to 370kg 170 220.2

Young Steers 370kg to 440kg 160 230

Young Heifers 280kg to 370kg 140 200

Young Heifers 370kg to 440kg 130 230

Steers 440kg to 550kg 150 220

Steers 550kg plus 196.2

Export Heifers 440kg plus

Light Cows Under 400kg 80 148.2

Medium Cows 400kg to 520kg 120 158

Heavy Cows 520kg plus 130 178

Heavy Bulls 600kg plus 172

MUDGEE CATTLE MARKET REPORT

The continued dry weather forced more cattle into the market. Numbers increased by 325 head for 

a total yarding of 1145 cattle. Overall it was a better quality penning with good numbers suitable for 

both processors & feedlot orders. There were 180 cows yarded along with the normal run of plainer 

weaners. All regular buying orders were present along with 2 extra buyers competing for restocking 

cattle to go on feed. There were only a hand full of prime local trade cattle offered & they sold 

unchanged on last sale. More demand from feedlotters saw most steers & heifers improve 10 cents. 

Some heifers improved 20 cents with quality a contributing factor. Heavy kill cattle sold mostly firm. 

Cows sold fully firm to slightly dearer rates. Extra buying orders saw plainer types trading dearer. 

Most were20 cents dearer. Bulls saw little to no change.
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